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Two types of experiments are considered: case studies
(such as CoDEx) and controlled experiments. Case studies
(as defined, for instance, in [21], sometimes also called
“single project studies” [7]), concern the investigation of a
technology (i.e., a technique, method, tool) in a real
project. In the context of the SFB 501, the following goals
are pursued with case studies: baselines for relevant quality
aspects (such as effort, rework, defect slippage) are to be
built, causes for process deviations are to be examined, and
effects of change are to be measured. In controlled experiments (also called “formal experiments” [21] or “blocked
subject-project studies” [7]), we isolate and control the
variables of interest. The key discriminator between case
studies and controlled experiments is control over the independent variables.
The paper is organized as follows: The underlying model
for representing software engineering experiences is surveyed in Section 2. This survey is needed to understand the
logical structure of our experience base and its implementation presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the usage and
maintenance of experiences and the involvement of the
prototype experience base are described in the context of
the CoDEx project. The focus is placed on reuse and experience-based modification of an effort model, which is represented in a context-oriented fashion. Some CoDEx
project data are added to illustrate the systematic usage and
maintenance of this effort model. Section 5 discusses lessons learned and benefits achieved. In Section 6, we compare our work to related research. Section 7, finally, gives
an outlook on future activities.

Abstract. Reusing experience in the form of processes,
products, and other forms of knowledge is essential for
improvement, i.e., reuse of knowledge is the basis for
improvement [3]. This paper reports a case study investigating the use of a context-oriented representation of software engineering experiences. Our claim is that the joint
description of experiences and their scope of validity
(including a context description) may improve 1) the selection of suitable reuse candidates, 2) the adaptation of these
candidates to current project goals and characteristics,
and 3) the maintenance of experiences. The conduction of
a case study (i.e., the development of a house automation
system) is described with focus on reuse and experience-based modification of an effort model. Lessons
learned and benefits achieved are discussed. As a basis a
model for representing software engineering knowledge is
also shown, as well as a prototype implementation of an
experience base.
1 Introduction
Key technologies for supporting quality improvement
include modeling, measurement, and reuse of software
development knowledge in the form of products, processes, and experience originating from the software life
cycle. Software Engineering offers a framework based on
an evolutionary quality management paradigm tailored to
software development, the Quality Improvement Paradigm
(QIP) [5]. It is supported by an organizational approach for
building software competencies and transferring them to
projects, the Experience Factory (EF) [3].
The QIP/EF approach has been applied to a project called
CoDEx [29] which was aimed at developing a real-time
house automation system. The project was conducted in
the context of the Sonderforschungsbereich 501
(SFB 501), a long-term strategic research activity. Its goal
is to develop and evaluate a set of techniques, methods, and
tools that support fast and reliable customization of complex domain-specific software systems. SFB 501 projects
are regarded as experiments because their main focus is to
learn about the development techniques and methods, and
there is minor focus on the product development itself.

2 Experience Model
experience
experience element

scope of validity
context
vector

significance

Fig. 1: Experience model

During the execution
of SFB 501 experiments, knowledge kept
in the prototype Experience Base of the
SFB 510 (SFB-EB) is
used and maintained.
For the SFB-EB and
CoDEx we created an
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what were the consequences?). The documentation of the
reaction, the reason, and the result is optionally depending
on whether the problem solution is important for the success of the running experiment, respectively for subsequent
replications or similar experiments.
One of the main ideas of the QIP/EF approach is that an
organization should learn from its own business, not from
external, ideal models. This implies that the „domains“ in
which a particular experience element may be reusable
have to be determined. By assessing the extent to which an
experiment is a member of the domain, it is then possible
to determine whether a given experience element is suitable for reuse in that experiment. To follow this idea for
each experience element in the SFB-EB, the scope of its
validity is described. The scope consists of a context vector
and the significance.
The context vector characterizes the environment in which
the experience element is valid. It represents characteristics
that may determine whether or not an experience element
can be reused or shared within or across experiments. A
context vector consists of attribute-value-pairs, e.g.,
〈(project effort, 50.000 h), (application domain, house
automation), (programming language, JAVA), (programmer experience, high), …〉. Although the environment is
currently characterized in this simple way, in the future the
intention is to use the model-oriented classification scheme
for software engineering experiences [6], which combines
the flexibility of the faceted classification scheme of
Pietro-Díaz and Freeman [25] with the goal orientation of
the QIP/EF approach.
The significance describes how the experience element has
been validated and to which extent. Our preliminary model
for describing the significance of an experience element
describes the number of experiments in which the element
was involved as well as experimental results concerning
the element and their statistical significance (in the case of
controlled experiments).

experience model (see Fig. 1) which is an adaptation of
basic principles of the QIP/EF approach. All kinds of software engineering experience, especially models, instances,
and qualitative experience are regarded as experience elements:
Models are a means for explicitly describing real-world
experiences and building abstractions therefrom. In the
context of the SFB-EB, the following models are mainly
used: Development activities (such as design, testing) are
represented by process models. Software artifacts (such as
documents, code) are represented by product models.
Quality aspects (such as effort, defect detection effectiveness) are described by characterizing quality models. Relationships between quality aspects (such as the relation
between test effort and design complexity) are described
by predicting quality models. Functions, diagrams, pie
charts, etc. are used as a means for formally describing
quality models. The instrumentation of product and process models for the purpose of applying quality models is
represented by GQM models, especially Abstraction
Sheets and GQM plans [5, 8].
Instances are software artifacts that are consumed, produced, or modified during the development process. An
instance refers to exactly one element in a specific experiment context (in contrast to models that refer to a group of
similar elements). Some sample instances stored in the
SFB-EB are: products, measurement data, technology
packages, and process traces. Products (such as requirement documents) are described informally or in the notation of a description technique in the framework of a
specific development approach/method/technique (such as
UML, NRL, Statecharts). Measurement data (such as effort
data) is captured using forms. Technologies and tools are
represented in the SFB-EB via so-called technology packages which support role-specific information necessary for
applying the technique/tool. Additionally, technology
packages help select the appropriate techniques when setting up a new experiment. Process traces are also regarded
as instances. Process traces refer to enactments of the
project plan and are documented as sequences of project
states or lists of plan deviations.

3 A Prototype Instantiation of an Experience Base
Reuse activities in the SFB 501 are based on the EF
approach. This section sketches a central component of our
instantiation of this approach: the prototype of the Experience Base of the SFB 501. First, we describe the logical
structure of our Experience Base instantiation in
Section 3.1. Then we sketch the basic architecture of our
prototype EB implementation (Section 3.2).

Qualitative experiences are experiences with models and
instances which are documented informally during project
enactment or after project completion. Documenting lessons learned is an example of describing qualitative experiences in a structured way as input for subsequent analyses
and processing. In the SFB-EB, the following aspects are
described: the situation (in which situation did a problem
emerge, i.e., what are the project characteristics and the
project state?), the symptom (what problem appears?), the
diagnosis (what are possible causes for the problem?), the
reaction (what are possible solutions for the problem?), the
reason (why was a specific solution chosen?), and the
result (to which extent could the problem be solved and

3.1 Logical Structure of the SFB-EB
The SFB-EB acts as a repository for all kinds of experience. To provide a basic structure for organizing the Experience Base and allow an iterative setup-process, the
Experience Base is subdivided into different modules,
called logical areas. Each of these logical areas is designed
for a special type of experience elements, e.g., technology
descriptions or domain-specific knowledge. Within an
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section since most of these models depend on experience
gained within the SFB 501 experiments which are stored in
the experiment-specific section.
The organization-wide secof the SFB 501
tion stores experience rele- Experience Base
(SFB-EB)
vant to different variants of
models
experiments (such as generic
process models). As of today,
case studies
technologies
it consists of six different
qualitative
experiences
areas: the model area, the
technologies area, the qualiSE-glossary
tative experience area, the
controlled
literature
experiments
SE-glossary area, the literature
area,
and
the domain-specific
knowledge
domain-specific knowledge
area. In the model area, proOrganization-wide section
Experiment-specific section
cess models, product models,
resource models, and quality Fig. 2: Sections and areas of
models are stored using the
the SFB-EB
process modeling language
MVP-L [12].
Some of these models have been adopted from outside the
SFB 501 to provide an initial set of experience elements.
One example is a MVP-L model describing how to develop
real-time systems according to the method of Bræk & Haugen [11]. For different techniques, methods, and tools,
technology packages are stored in the technologies area.
Lessons learned from all experiments are stored in the
qualitative experiences area. The SE-glossary, providing
consistent definitions of Software Engineering terminology
throughout all experiments, and relevant literature also
form separate areas in the organization-wide section.
Finally, the domain-specific knowledge area provides
expert knowledge about real-time house automation such
as a collection of thermodynamic formulas for heating systems.
The experiment-specific section contains two areas storing
the data of case studies and controlled experiments that
have been conducted within the SFB 501. For each experiment, the corresponding experience elements (such as the
project plan, the hypothesis, and measurement data) are
stored in a separate location. Up to now, the experiment-specific section holds data from seven case studies
and two controlled experiments.
Of course, the logical structure of the current SFB-EB prototype is not complete yet. Additional logical areas will
have to be added in further iterations. For example, areas
for reuse repositories for design patterns and code fragments are currently being defined for the organization-wide section before they will be implemented. The
next section describes how the already defined areas are
implemented.

area, a minimal representation standard for its experience
elements is defined. All areas are disjunct and therefore
can be integrated into the SFB-EB one after the other.
Just like modules have predefined interfaces to interact
with each other, areas have predefined relations. Relations
describe how experience elements from different areas
should be connected. Some typical relations are ‘experience element X uses experience element Y´ or ‘experience
element X is_a instance of experience element Z´ where
X,Y and Z are experience elements of different logical
areas. These relations help support the search for experience elements in a given context. For instance, from an
experience element that describes a concrete process model
one can follow the uses relations to the experience elements that describe the technologies addressed within the
process model. From the same process model, the is_a
relation would help find the experience element describing
the general process model from which the actual one was
derived.
The logical areas and the defined relations between them
together form a framework that represents the basic structure of our Experience Base. To provide a better overall
structure of the whole framework, logical areas are further
clustered into sections, with each section containing at
least one area and each area belonging to exactly one section.
The benefits of the logical structure are mainly twofold:
1. Reuse of experience elements. It helps us reuse the
experience elements in the already implemented areas
of the SFB-EB. First, because logical areas give an orientation on where to find special types of experience
elements, and second, because the defined relations
give hints on what else could be reused together with
the found experience element, or what else might be
used instead.
2. Collection of experience elements. It allows us to
implement the SFB-EB successively, simply by adding
new areas and connecting these experience elements
-with the help of the relations- to the already stored
experience elements in the other areas of the SFB-EB.
In addition, experience elements can be classified with
the help of the logical structure before they may be integrated into the areas that are already implemented.
Fig. 2 shows the sections and areas of the SFB-EB that
have already been defined. Currently we distinguish
between two sections named organization-wide section
and experiment-specific section. These sections are similar
to the project databases and organization-wide database
described by Basili et. al. [1]. In contrast to Basili, we
include the experiment-specific section into our EF for reasons of document versioning and traceability of experiments in our research environment. Therefore, we also
include the experiment-specific section into our EB. Furthermore, this supports maintaining the organization-wide
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3.2

Technical Realization of the SFB-EB

4 Experiment-driven Usage and Maintenance of
Experiences for Organizational Improvement

For the implementation of the prototype SFB-EB, the decision was made to use the existing intranet of the SFB 501.
Fig. 3 shows the architecture of the prototype implementation of the SFB-EB. It is subdivided into a storage system
and a search and retrieval system with the user interface.

This section demonstrates how organizational project
improvement is achieved within the SFB-EB according to
the Quality Improvement Paradigm (QIP). After a brief
introduction to the principles of this paradigm, each step of
the QIP is introduced by a short definition instantiated for
the context of experiments within the SFB 501. A small
excerpt of the case study named CoDEx [29], which was
conducted in the SFB 501, serves as an example, giving an
accompanying illustration for each QIP step. The excerpt
shows the goal-oriented improvement of the quality model
’effort distribution’ and demonstrates how the SFB-EB is
integrated into the improvement cycle.

SFB-EB mainpage
Experiment-specific section
Organization-wide section
Search and
Retrieval
System

4.1 The QIP
The QIP cycle consists of six steps: three steps that make
up the planning phase; the execution step of the experiment; the analysis step, and the last step in which the packaging of the newly-gained experience into the
organization-wide section takes place (see Fig. 4). The
planning phase is further refined into a characterization
step, a step for defining quality goals, and one for instantiating and creating the project plan (originally called the
process to be executed in step 4). Due to the sequential
description of the six steps, the QIP may be interpreted as
being executed according to the (idealistic) waterfall execution model. This, however, does not apply to the QIP (as
well as to no project at all), e.g., a replanning step may be
necessary during the execution phase, which results in one
or two steps back while the execution continues. Many scenarios are imaginable that show some form of deviation
from the waterfall model.

Storage
System

Overview
page

Experience
element

Link

Directory
structure

Fig. 3: The architecture of the SFB-EB

The storage system. The logical structure of sections and
areas as defined in Section 3.1 is mapped to a directory
structure. Two directories in the SFB-EB home directory
represent each of the two sections of our logical structure:
the experiment-specific section and the organization-wide
section. These directories are further refined by subdirectories representing the single areas. The experience elements
are stored in these subdirectories.
The search and retrieval system. In the directories of the
storage system, HTML pages, denoted as overview pages,
act as table of contents. An overview page describes the
experience elements stored in the (sub)directory and offers
links for viewing and/or downloading them. Overview
pages can be further refined by links to additional overview
pages dealing with special topics. For instance, the overview page for the technologies area is refined by three
overview pages: one for tools, one for techniques, and one
for methods. With this simple, but effective structure, the
basic search and retrieval system of the SFB-EB is realized. In addition to the links of the basic search and
retrieval system, overview pages also contain links that
represent the relations between the experience elements of
the different areas as defined in Section 3.1. For some
experience elements, like process models in MVP-L, special plug-ins have been written to start the tools (e.g., [9])
that are needed to view and manipulate them. Since all
experience elements are accessible via the overview pages,
these HTML pages also form the user interface to the
SFB-EB. A more detailed description of our prototype
implementation can be found in [16].

plan
QIP 1

QIP 2

organizationwide section
Vn

QIP 3

QIP 5
analyze

exp.spec.
section
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QIP 4

organizationwide section
Vn+1

QIP 6
package

Dataflow

Fig. 4: Involvement of both EB sections in the QIP cycle

The QIP is meant to be applicable to many contexts, e.g.,
for code reuse or for organizational, goal-oriented
improvement of experiences as shown in the following
example. The fact that the QIP is described as a cycle indicates that improvement is achieved via a sequence of
instances. This explains why the QIP supports organizational improvement though it is applied to one experiment
(one of a sequence).
4.2 The CoDEx Experiment
In the SFB 501 context, several experiments were conducted according to the QIP. The example chosen for dem4

Context vector

onstration is the quality aspect ’effort distribution’ of the
case study CoDEx. The quality of the effort distribution
data, i.e., preciseness/tightness of the hypothesis versa the
real data, is one of the major influences on the quality of
project management for the planning and execution phase,
since it supports the estimation (in the planning phase) and
the check (in the execution phase) of time schedule and the
total cost.

QIP 1: Characterize
The first step of the QIP defines two activities:
(1.1) Characterize environmental factors for the experiment
(1.2) Select the most suitable artifacts for reuse

Purpose
Characterization

Description of the Quality Focus
Cost =

h

Reactive systems

# of developers

4 research assistants, 1 student

3 students

Experience of developers

Medium

Medium

Method of analysis

OMT (with StP)

OMT (with StP)

# of components

• Building automation system
• GUI, …

• Building automation system

Life cycle model

Waterfall

Waterfall

Process model

V-model

V-model

Reliability

High

Medium/low

The second step of the QIP distinguishes three activities:
(2.1) Define the quality goal, and select corresponding models based on the search results of QIP 1
(2.2) Isolate influence factors and their impact on the hypothesis of the quality goal
(2.3) Define hypothesis of the quality goal.

To set up QIP 2 an Abstraction Sheet [20] was used (see
Fig. 5). The effort distribution chosen as the sample goal
was defined formally according to the GQM paradigm [4]
reflected in the top line of Fig. 5. The refinement of the
quality focus defined in the top left quadrant is used to fix
the type of quality model to be reused. The goal definition
also includes the definition of the object observed, which,
in our case, is the underlying process model on a defined
abstraction level. Due to the conformity in the context factor “process model”, the reuse candidate (
in Fig. 5)
exhibits the same process model on the required abstraction level. The corresponding effort distribution was
selected as a baseline for hypothesis. Differences in both
context vectors (called influence factors) pointed out that

Quality focus
Cost

Viewpoint
Developer

Influence Factors

Sum of the effort in hours
per development phase accumulated
for all developers.
(= effort distribution)
Hypothesis CoDEx
Reuse Candidate

250

Reuse candidate

Reactive systems

QIP 2: Set Goals

For CoDEx, the context vector was instantiated completely
and the most similar project was chosen as the reuse candidate. Both vectors are shown partially in Tab. 1 with differences marked in grey.
Object
Process model

CoDEx

Application domain

Tab. 1: Context definition for CoDEx and a search hit (QIP 1)

In the SFB-EB, every experience element is bound to a
context vector (see Section 2) consisting of a set of context
factors that may differ for the different types of experience
elements. By that, each experience element can be characterized and uniquely identified within the SFB-EB. The
union set of the context vectors of all experience elements
is the context vector needed for characterizing an experiment. If a new experiment is to be planned, it is characterized by the project planner by instantiating the context
vector as completely as possible (see center column of
Tab. 1). This instance serves as a search schema for retrieving suitable experience elements in the SFB-EB that may
be reused. To reduce the number of search hits, the context
vector of planned experiments may contain hypothetical
entries. One outstanding element to search for in the
SFB-EB is a complete experiment. With it, all corresponding experience elements are retrieved, which is useful as
long as no specific quality goal is defined.

Goal:

Context factors

Context/Environment
CoDEx

Instances

A.

# of developers

<4 ,

4 - 10 , > 10

B.

# of components

<3 ,

3-7

C.

Reliability

low,

,>7

medium , high

Impact of Influence Factors on the Quality Focus

200

Influence Factors

150

A.

# of developers

cost

B.

# of components

cost

C.

Reliability

cost

100

Tendency

Quality focus

50
pbe

sabe

sebe

sce

asse

valr

Fig. 5: Using an Abstraction Sheet for goal definition and hypothesis derivation (QIP 2)
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the original effort model had to be adapted (see the different markings in the Instances column of the top right quadrant). From the developers’ point of view, the functional
dependency between influencing factors and the quality
focus (see lower right quarter of Fig. 5) shows the tendency
that in all three cases of deviation the estimated effort had
to be increased. QIP 2 resulted in the hypothetical effort
model shown in the lower left quarter of Fig. 5.

h

pbe

e.g. sabe.effort ≤ 210 h

sabe.effort ≤210h

Dev. Activity
Product

sebe

... valr

replanning effects

sabe

sebe

kebe

sce

asse

valr

The fifth QIP step is refined into three activities:
(5.1) Compare hypothesis with real data and mark deviations
(5.2) Explain deviations
(5.3) Derive proposals for reusable quality models

The analysis of the collected data included the comparison
of the hypothetical effort model and measured data as well
as the explanation of deviations found between them. A
decision had to be made on which deviation could be relevant for future projects. On the basis of this, proposals for
new reusable effort models were made. Comparing the
hypothesis to the measurement data in CoDEx indicated
the following main deviations:
a.) No hypothetical effort baseline for process kebe
existed (see ¡ in Fig. 8).
b.)The effort was significantly higher for the processes
sabe, sebe, sce (see ¿ and ¬ in Fig. 8).
c.) The significant transgression of the effort for asse
was due to some technical problems, can not be
explained by the process trace, and will not be further
discussed.

...

sebe.effort ≤165h

Resource
Invariant

sce

QIP 5: Analyze

Stefan
Vorwieger

develop
sebe

sebe

replanning of some activities was inevitable in two major
cases shown in Fig. 7. During sebe1, difficulties in the software design were encountered that were interpreted to be
caused in a former development activity, a subprocess of
sabe2. The development was set back to this subprocess
discarding some results. The second replanning was discovered to be necessary during sce3. The development was
set back to insert a process called kebe4 that had to be completed before starting with sce and that was not considered
in the project plan5. Likewise, the effort data for kebe had
to be gathered for future reuse of the effort model and the
process model.

and serve as a trigger to show any deviation from the
hypothesis. Additionally, every process was instrumented
for measurement (see
in Fig. 6). This supports the
developer in recording his effort on corresponding questionnaires. Every adaptation of the process model and
effort model was marked to support traceability of
changes.

sabe

sabe

Fig. 7: The process trace: replanning activities, effort distribution

The coarse-grained process model underlying the effort
model was refined and adapted in accordance with the special context of the planned project. In CoDEx this was
modeled in MVP-L. The hypothetical effort model was
integrated into the process model in a way that an invariant
was bound to every process (see
in Fig. 6). Invariants are of the form

develop
sabe

pbe

measurement data

pbe

...

sebe ...

250
200
150
100
50

The third QIP step defines three activities:
(3.1) Integrate the measurement plan into the process model
(3.2) Instantiate all management models (e.g., process, product, resource, quality models)
(3.3) Create project plan

Antje
von Knethen

sabe

h

QIP 3: Choose Process

process_id.effort ≤ x,

h

250
200
150
100
50

Data Collection

Fig. 6: Graphical MVP-L representation of a partial project plan

QIP 4: Execute
The fourth QIP step includes two activities:
(4.1) Manage the software development
(4.2) Capture measurement data according to the measurement plan

1
2
3
4
5

During the development of the software system, effort data
were captured according to the project plan via questionnaires, and the process trace was recorded. Since the effort
model depends highly on the process model, the process
trace is used to additionally explain deviations in the effort
model. During the software development in CoDEx,
6

German abbr. for ‘software system design development’
German abbr. for ‘software systems requirements development’
German abbr. for the ‘Coding phase’
German abbr. for ‘software systems components design development’
Note: The CoDEx development has been described as a strict sequential process which only applies to the highly abstracted level of this
description. The refined development activities may be dovetailed if
entry conditions are fulfilled.

The explanation for a.)
was given in
200
QIP 4 by the
150
process trace:
100
in CoDEx a
50
new process
pbe sabe sebe
kebe sce
asse
valr
was supplemented
for
¿
¡ ¬
system develFig. 8: Comparing hypothesis ↔ real data
opment during
the
second replanning. This was considered a necessary
change that should be taken into account for future planning. The deviation of b.) was explained by the two
dynamic replanning cycles as explained in QIP 4. They
were considered to be unique events. In the first replanning
a subprocess of sabe (called sabe-opt) was omitted. It was
not clear whether sabe-opt should be executed in future
projects or not. Consequently, QIP 5 resulted in two new
effort models prepared as entries for the organization-wide
section of the SFB-EB. Both models, called CoDEx eff1
and CoDEx eff2 (see Fig. 9), show 10% less effort - compared to the measured data - for those processes affected by
the replanning, and take the process kebe into account.
They differ from each other in the way that CoDEx eff2
considers sabe-opt as part of the development process
which CoDEx eff1 does not.
h

QIP 6: Package

Reuse Candidate
CoDEx Hypothesis
CoDEx Data

250

h

The sixth QIP step is made up of four activities:
(6.1) Adapt/supplement context vector, if necessary
(6.2) Adapt/supplement data structure
(6.3) Adapt/supplement relationships between experience elements
(6.4) Synthesize generic models (including significance)

The adapted models CoDEx eff1 and CoDEx eff2 needed to
be integrated into the SFB-EB to be available for reuse.
Due to the discovery of a new influence factor, the context
vector had been extended with a new context factor:
“Include subprocess sabe-opt”(see upper left of Fig. 10).
For CoDEx eff1, this factor was instantiated with “no”, for
CoDEx eff2 with “yes”. Related effort models in the
SFB-EB (such as the reuse candidate) were given the
default value “yes” because they were performed with
sabe-opt (see Fig. 10). The data structure of the organization-wide section had been updated: Fig. 10 shows a generated search tree before and after the inclusion of the
newly-gained models. Version Vn shows the leaf level after
the search query with the given CoDEx context vector. By
integrating the new models, two additional levels were
supplemented: a decision point A that selects between the
‘old’ and the new models and –on a lower level– a decision
point B discriminating both new models. Finally, relationships had to be set up between both EB sections (e.g., the
“reuse candidate’s” effort distribution was used in CoDEx)
and the significance entry was updated for the reused and
the newly-gained experience elements.

CoDEx Data
Replanning excluded (-10 %)
sabe-opt excluded (CoDEx eff1)
sabe-opt included (CoDEx eff2)

250
200

5 Lessons Learned and Benefits Achieved

150
100

Due to the basics of the EF/QIP approach, reuse and maintenance of experience could be performed in a systematic
and explicit manner. Experiences with CoDEx and other
SFB 501 experiments showed that it was difficult to formulate an appropriate context vector because many of the

50
pbe

sabe

sebe

kebe

Fig. 9: Deriving two models,
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A. # of developers

<4

4 - 10

4 - 10
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Influence Factors

valr
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DB Vn+1
h
100
50
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generic

...

A
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pbe sabe sebe sce asse valr

DB Vn

h

h

Reuse Candidate

100

100
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50
pbe sabe sebe sce asse valr

generic

B
pbe sabe sebe sce asse valr

h
Reuse Candidate

100

h

...

200
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h
CoDEx eff 1

100

200
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sabe sebe

sce
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valr

Fig. 10: Visualizing a general retrieval structure of the organization-wide section
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CoDEx eff 2

100
pbe sabe sebe kebe sce asse valr

tion such as where data is located, who created and who
maintains data, what application processes the data drives,
and what relationship the data has with other data.

factors which may influence the experiment were only
assumed to be relevant by subjective judgement. Context
vectors of similar experiments in the experience base gave
a useful orientation. Planning and goal setting were very
well supported by the availability of baseline models in the
SFB-EB. Additionally, deviations in the context vectors
gave valuable hints on how to tailor these models to the
specific experiment characteristics. The exact definition of
measurement goals and activities allowed precise acquisition of the relevant measurement data. Non-anticipated
events (such as replanning activities) should be carefully
documented, e.g., by a process trace, so that they can be
considered during analysis. An analysis of the threats to
validity must be performed to become aware of the
unknown factors that may influence the results without our
knowledge. Problems that prevent generalization of the
results should also be identified. The packaging revealed a
lack of appropriate mechanisms to cope with variants of
experience elements. Models should be extended with
(empirically-derived) guidelines on how to adapt the models to experiment-specific goals and characteristics. Appropriate representation styles for generic knowledge and
suitable tailoring mechanisms are needed.

Tool-oriented Object Repositories. This kind of repositories offers both, user interfaces for organizational and technical roles as well as interfaces to CASE tools. Hence the
retrieval and storage mechanisms can be linked to tools
supporting the development process. Usually, the collaboration of the repository is limited to just one or to only a
few CASE tools. A prerequisite for the tool-based manipulation of the objects in the repository is that the internal
storage structure fits the database requirements of the
CASE tool. One example is the Microsoft Repository [10].
It is composed of two major components: a set of ActiveX
interfaces that a developer can use to define open information models, and a repository engine that is the underlying
storage mechanism for these information models. The tool
interface is implemented through the Tool Information
Model (TIM) which is an object model stored in the repository. It provides an interface for data type definition and
data management activities.
Process-integrated Object Repositories. These repositories are integrated in a process-sensitive software engineering environment. This means that the retrieval and storage
of objects can be controlled by a process machine which
offers the appropriate access/storage interfaces and provides the needed objects to the involved persons at the right
time. Ideally, such process-integrated object repositories
should be compatible to the process machine and to all the
CASE tools used in the development process. In practice
there is a lack of joint object management for different
tools. Many commercial CASE tools contain their specific
internal object management which is not openly accessible
to the environment. Hence the benefits of a process
machine are basically reduced to coordination and control
support. Because of the different roles and activities which
are supported by process-integrated object repositories,
they must be able to handle heterogeneous objects. A sample instance for a process-centered repository is the Software Management Environment (SME) [15, 18]: a set of
data, tools, manuals, and analysis techniques supplied to
the project management in order to control the execution of
a project, compare it with similar ones, detect and analyze
problems, identify solutions [3]. Recent work concentrated
on the Web Measurement Environment (WebME), which,
in addition, allows for changing data in a distributed, cooperative environment.

6 Related Work
The description of related work focuses on frameworks for
storing and retrieving software engineering experiences. A
comparison with knowledge acquisition approaches (like
data mining, descriptive modeling, elicitation) or quality
improvement approaches (like Plan-Do-Check-Act Cycle,
SEI Capability Maturity Model, Lean Enterprise Management) is beyond the scope of this paper. A comparison of
the QIP/EF approach with other quality improvement
approaches can be found in [2]. Approaches for storing and
retrieving software engineering experience can be roughly
classified along the process integration dimension in the
following way:
Pure Object Repositories. These repositories offer only
simple storage and retrieval mechanisms which are usually
tailored to the specific purpose of the repository (like code
library, dictionary, measurement database). The internal
structure is mainly driven by technical aspects of the system. These repositories can often manage nothing but
homogeneous objects such as typical reuse libraries. An
example for a web-based, domain-oriented reuse repository is the WSRD library [26] which contains free and
commercial products including documents, software components, vendor advertisements, and information on software reuse practices. The WSRD is organized by domains
and collections. There are over 1,000 products catalogued
by subject area or application in over 35 domains. The
products are cross-referenced to more than 10 collections
organized by product origin. An example of a data management system that handles corporate, heterogeneous data
is the Platinum MVS repository [23]. It provides informa-

The three above-mentioned classes can be seen as major
steps towards reuse-based support for software development. Many existing approaches can only gradually be
assigned to one of these classes because they do provide
the functionality for implementing tool- or process-integration, but without having realized it yet in practice. In the
following part, a selection of relevant approaches for stor8

storing, tailoring, and retrieving experiences. In [3] a set of
examples of experience factories (e.g., the SEL approach)
is described. The focus of many of these examples is more
on implementing the organizational framework than on
specifying and realizing a structure for an experience base.
Hence pure object repositories which are able to store heterogeneous elements are predominating. Various other
implementations for accumulating software experience
(e.g., the STARS program, the RAPID Center, Japanese
software factories) are mentioned.
An Artificial Intelligence approach for capturing and maintaining knowledge within the software development process is the knowledge-based software engineering (KBSE)
paradigm, which is concerned with systems that use formally represented knowledge, with associated inference
procedures, to support the various subactivities of software
development [24]. The central component of KBSE systems is a knowledge base which should ideally satisfy the
following requirements (according to [24]): 1) it should
have the necessary knowledge (completeness), 2) the
knowledge should be faithful to the real world (correctness), 3) the knowledge should not be self-contradictory
(consistency), and 4) the system should have efficient algorithms to perform the inferences for the application (competence). A main contribution of the KBSE approach lies
in the adoption/adaptation of knowledge representation
techniques in order to elicit, package, record, structure, and
retrieve software engineering knowledge. Examples for
knowledge bases (LaSSIE knowledge base, KITSS system,
COMET Knowledge Base) can be found in [24], an example for a knowledge representation scheme can be found in
[22], and a method for capturing emerging knowledge and
synthesizing it into generally applicable forms is presented
in [19]. In contrast to KBSE systems, the SFB-EB does not
include inference systems yet. The main reason for this is
that the needed level of formality is only partly reached in
some logical areas of the SFB-EB. In our opinion, inference mechanisms should be applied wherever useful for
reuse, but they will be only valuable to particular experience elements. [24] summarizes some deficiencies/limitations of KBSE systems (e.g., high construction and
maintenance costs, efficiency problems, difficulties in
understanding inferences for humans).

ing and retrieving software engineering experiences is
shown, which cover one or more of the above-mentioned
repository classes.
Within the Arcadia project [14], several object management systems [17, 28, 30] have been developed to support
the various needs of the Arcadia process-centered software
engineering environment. Triton [17] is one of those object
managers, designed for exploring the needs of process-related activities. Heimbigner describes Triton in [17]
as follows: “It is a serverized repository providing persistent storage for typed objects, plus functions for manipulating those objects”. Therefore it can be classified as a
process-centered object repository as well as a tool-oriented object repository. The whole system is based on the
Exodus [13] database system toolkit to avoid the cost of
new construction from scratch. For the same reason we
decided to use Web servers and browsers as a basis for the
SFB-EB. Although the main requirements of Triton deal
with different aspects (e.g., to support the process coding
language APPL/A [27]), there are some requirements that
are similar to the ones for the SFB-EB [16]. To allow different tools to access the data stored in Triton, Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) are used for communication between
clients and server. The Triton server offers a procedural
interface to its clients, acting as a kind of library of stored
procedures. With the help of these procedures the dynamic
definition of schema elements is reached. Like our logical
structure (described in Section 3.1), Triton allows incremental extension of the schema of the object management
system. But this can be done by all client programs using
the schema definition language. This is against our idea of
a central server for maintaining the experience factory and
its experience base. In contrast to our instantiation, Triton
uses a homogeneous storage schema to provide efficient
representation for the wide variety of software artifacts.
This means that all data that is shared by programs written
in various languages have to be converted to the Triton
schema.
The Experience Factory approach [3] we considered for
setting up our experience database is a comprehensive
organizational approach for building software competencies and applying them to projects. The following essential
characteristics of this approach are realized to a certain
extent in the SFB-EB: the reuse of all kinds of experience,
a comprehensive incorporation of reuse in the development
and maintenance process, the identification and analysis of
reuse potential in experience, the definition of the appropriate reuse context and the packaging of experience for
easy reusability. Other characteristics have so far been realized only implicitly, especially the establishment of a separate organization to support the reuse and the integrated
clustering of experiences to so-called Experience Packages. A characteristic we still have not fulfilled is the formalization of processes for learning, analyzing, packaging,

7 Outlook
Future activities concerning the SFB-EB implementation
are twofold: First, we have to add more experience elements into the SFB-EB to provide a larger search space, so
the returned sets of reuse candidates will offer more alternatives to choose from. This problem can only be solved
by conducting more experiments in the context of the
SFB 501. Second, we will have to improve the schema of
the SFB-EB. A more specific attribute framework based on
our logical structure has to be defined to provide an appropriate configuration management and better access to the
9

single experience elements. Correspondingly, an advanced
search and retrieval system based on the factors of the context vectors must be provided. An AI approach, like Case
Based Reasoning (CBR), that rates the quality of the
retrieved experience elements in terms like “element fits to
90%” would be especially helpful. Also, an object-oriented
database system (OODB) or an object-relational database
system has to be taken into account to support and/or substitute the storage and search and retrieval system of the
SFB-EB. Investigating the quantitative impact of known
factors of the context vectors as well as identifying new
factors should be a long-term activity.
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